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About This Game

PLEASE NOTE:

Unhack 2 is unvoiced because the script is five times that of the original. Thank you for your understanding.

A masked AI known as Program X has thrown cyberspace back into chaos. The unhacker, with next gen AI Neonya by his side,
answers the call to battle. Our hero, however, is disturbed by one fact—Program X and her minions resemble old friends, friends

who should have been long dead.

* * *
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A darker story:

Unhack 1 was published in 2012, so I had plenty of time to mature since then. While Unhack 2’s characters are still a spirited
bunch, this time, they will face a much darker journey.

Humans VS AI:

AI will grow at a much faster rate than many of us can imagine. Will humanity become obsolete? Can AI hope to truly
understand us? Prepare for a roller coaster journey through cyberspace.

Puzzle segments:

The narrative takes priority in this sequel, but players can still look forward to the return of puzzle segments.

* * *
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Good luck, dear unhacker!
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A short but interesting VN. I backed it on kickstarter because the story sounded so intriguing and it paid off. Don't expect no
happy endings or sex scenes here- but do expect a decent 3 hour long story about something you may not always think about..
Unsurprising and forgettable.. Mira needs 2 of her hyper to actually use her hyper.

Iru is annoying.. Cannot recommend this game, skip it.. Whilst at work, I was reading Kotaku, and discovered that the
developers of Zero Reflex were offering $10,000 to the player who could beat it first. I rushed home, bought it the moment it
came out, and proceeded upon my descent into the maddening hell that is this game.

Zero Reflex is self-explanatory. You're limited to moving around a perfectly circular track that surrounds a nameless Eye. The
Eye employs different attack patterns in each level, which you progress through in a random order. You work your way through
the game, avoiding the things that make you die. Continue to do so until you win. Harder than it sounds, I assure you. "Ah," you
think to yourself, "well that may be so for you, puny mortal, but I am the God of the bullet-hell genre." Well then, my Lord, if
that is the case then you should definitely buy this, but seriously, this game'll still make you cry.

The unique twist that Zero Reflex employs is that whenever you die to a level, you have to repeat a certain amount of the levels
you had completed prior. Die in any of those, and you regress even further. The higher the difficulty you're playing at, the
further you regress with each death, and the less life you're given in order to survive each level. Effectively the game has 60
levels, comprised of 20 unique level designs, each with three difficulty modifers. Beat all 20 once, and you're made to repeat
them at a higher difficulty. In the final set of 20, you die after one hit, and are sent back three levels for each death. Please be
warned; this can get very upsetting.

I haven't quite beaten the game yet. I came incredibly close, before it decided to take what little hope I had of success, and beat
me religiously with it until I gave up. And so I'm taking a break to write this review. However, I do believe that the $10,000 has
already been won, given the amount of people with 100% of the achievements. That said, don't let it discourage you from
buying this. For less than $5 it's a steal, the developers deserve your money, and what's more, it'll develop a love-hate
relationship with you that you'll be telling your kids about for years. - "Ah yes, Timmy. I remember the days when I used to play
Zero Reflex. I lost both of my hands to that vile game, y'know. Marvellous it was, marvellous.". One of the most underrated
games I know.
Warning: This game may cause your brain to overheat. Use only with proper cooling system installed. Seriously, this game is not
for simpletons. This game is essentially a Sokoban that drank a powerthirst™! Did you think sokoban was hard? then how about
sokoban with several players? with variable size? and gravity? and more rules?
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This game is similar to Mini Warriors but with out all the anoying timers that make you want to stop your life every 4 or 8 hours
to do something. I enjoy it a lot though I wish there was more information on it. There is a lot of grinding but I enjoy it on my
own schedule.. I LOVE THIS GAME!!! GREAT PRICE & GREAT GRAPHICS!!! WORTH IT!!!

MY LET'S PLAY: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJirBaB0i0s&t=29s. It was way too short. I couldn't believe it was
already over. No strong conclusion either. No aftermath. Just this abrupt ending - straight to the credits.
You might wonder what happend to all characters due to your choices, what happened to the system - but you'll never know. Did
you do good? Bad? Average? Who knows. Definitely not you :). FULL REVIEW HERE: 
http://noisecannon.com/2014/07/15/wayward-manor-pc/

For a game that had an extra year to be released by dark humoured author Neil Gaiman and Los Angeles developers The Odd
Gentlemen, Wayward Manor is unfortunately disappointing. The story is fun enough: you take on the role of a recently released
ghost who needs to spook the living inhabitants of Wayward Manor to make them leave, with the Manor itself guiding you
through the point and click style levels to take back the house.

Each level takes you to a different part of the house with a different member of the unwelcome family to frighten, with hints on
how best to scare them provided by pets and animals hiding in the rafters. The ghostly ability to move objects and manipulate
the characters is a great aspect of the game, and with the changing of rooms and people it is an aspect that does not get repetitive
or simple. Timing the rattling of suits of armour or the scurrying of a rat provides a sense of strategy to the game, along with the
ability to combine objects for some spooky fun.

The plot of Wayward Manor is an interesting one, written by Coraline and The Graveyard Book author Neil Gaiman, with the
ambience of the game taking the same direction as the surreal and innovative film Coraline. As you take back Wayward Manor
you uncover pieces to the puzzle of your death, making the levels all the more interesting to replay and discover every detail and
objective.

The graphics are one of the main downsides to Wayward Manor. In a gaming world which focusses on high quality landscapes
and frames per second, Wayward Manor looks as though it was made at the time of Playstation 2 level graphics, the boxy
objects and poorly stretched textures leaving much to be desired by modern gaming’s visual standards.

When completing a level by scaring the inhabitants enough that they are ready to run out the door screaming the objects in the
room swirl in a ghostly tornado, however when the objects swirl half out of the building the effect is sorely dampened, and may
leave you wondering what the extra year of development was spent doing. Sadly this is not where the glitchiness ends, with
poorly placed clouds of smoke to represent cartoon like scuffles and levels often prone to freezing, the otherwise enjoyable
gameplay loses a lot of its finesse and impact.

Wayward Manor has a lot to offer in terms of story and the tactical use of the environment, but the meagre aesthetics and poor
coding (at the time of writing) lead to glitching and freezing of the levels, ruining the experience and quality of the game. This
lack of attention making one of the levels impassable due to glitching all Wayward Manor has going for it is the story and its
author’s notability. With an hour’s worth of decent gameplay at the most, it seems the ghost of Wayward Manor will scare off
any hopeful gamers who patiently waited over a year to play this broken, lazy game.. Frequent crashes, tutorial has a few bugs.
The game is so unstable on a mac I cannot play for more than 5 consecutive minutes. I wish this gets sorted out quickly :(

Upcoming update, what to expect #1:

From the team. Cat couple 2 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1045860/Cat_couple_2/. Game Server Toolbox Update Coming Tonight!:
Hello Everyone!

The Game Server Toolbox update is coming tonight. For the next few hours, you will see issues logging into and activating
Game Server Toolbox. We are deploying our back-end update to our servers and during this time they will be unreachable. Also,
do to unforeseen circumstances, you will need to re-create your account. I know this is the 3rd time you guys have had to re-
create your account, but there was no other option due to a issue regaurding the server profiles ferature.
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Patch notes will come out tonight and we will post another update once we have completed the update. Thank you for your
patience and supporting Game Server Toolbox during early access!. Launch discount error notice:
Due to an unexpected occurance the 10% launch discount was not applied to purchases made during the first 90 minutes of sale.
In order to receive the discount, please refund then repurchase the game. We apologize for the inconvenience.

To request a refund, the steps are as follows:

(from the Steam Client)

Help -> Steam Support

What problem are you having with this product?

Gameplay or technical issue -> I am having another problem -> I'd like to request a refund (reason: Launch discount was not
applied). Sparkle 4 Tales Steam Store page is live!:

Immerse yourself in the atmospheric surroundings from the beginnings of life - the newest game form the well-known Sparkle
franchise SPARKLE 4 TALES is coming soon!

Sparkle 4 Tales Steam Store page is now available - add to your wishlist for more!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1028910/Sparkle_4_Tales/. Game of Mushrooms: Results:
Good Day, Fellow Hurt and Healed Warriors! ��

Our #hurt-and-heal-season-2 Game Of Thrones Edition was an even bigger success than last time, with 174 unique Generals that
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participated and engaged in making Dora our new winner!

Step down Stella, there is a new Queen on the battlefield! Which means that winning with Dora this upcoming weekend
(20-21st April) will reward you with TRIPLE Ranked Points!��

Season 3 of Hurt and Heal is not yet fully planned out. So if you’ve got any kind of suggestions or ideas, please share them with
us!

Perhaps will see a King to be the winner next time instead of a Queen? But also “All Men Must Die”��♀️

Below are our top Players :muscle:

Top Hurters:
�� Ghostface2k14 - 540 hurts
�� Phi_Power - 498 hurts
�� chris2165 - 286 hurts

Top Healers:
�� Xuan.Karlos - 520 heals
�� Vee - 430 heals
�� joschroe - 395 heals

Top Eliminator:
�� Bailey - 11 Eliminations!

Rating increase will be active on:
19.04.2019 20:00 UTC - 22.04.2019 07:00 UTC.
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. Article: The uniqueness in games - how to find it?:

MOBA games have become extremely popular over the years, with their forerunners having several millions of players. The
variety of these titles took an important part in increasing their own fanbases, which appreciate what is unique in the game of
their choosing. Those games usually differ by their in-game worlds, their characters with individual sets of skills and the goals
that players need to achieve. Control systems are what makes them alike.
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MOBA games are fast-paced, so they require a great deal of concentration and commitment. The player must be entirely
focused on what is happening on the screen. That’s why the controls should be as simple as possible - the fewer control keys, the
less distraction from the on-screen action.

That is the reason why most of these games have become rather similar in their mechanics. Considering the limitation of
controls, no game was able to introduce much (if any) innovation in its steering. That was one of our main challenges during
Ignis: Duels of Wizards development. We wanted our game to be unique, to stand out from the crowd of MOBA games. But
without meddling with the core of the genre we wouldn't be able to show anything fresh.

We’ve decided to break the rule of limiting the controls. Sure, players are controlling the wizards, but they are not only meant to
simply choose spells and cast them until the enemy’s health bar runs dry. We also wanted them to come up with individual
strategies, and we’ve given them the means to do so. The amount of damage that you can deal is not the sole factor deciding on
the victory in a battle. During the duel you’ll need to set a strategy: you can either decide to summon support or dodge an
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incoming spell; when you’re wounded, you’ll need either to conjure a stone shield in front of you or cast a health regen spell.
When playing most of the MOBA games players can rely only on the skills of their hero. We wanted to go further than that: we
allowed our players to also modify the environment in the arena according to the strategy they have chosen or the situation they
have found themselves in.

Rumour has it that the death of MOBA genre is slowly approaching, considering how many of the games released between 2010
and 2018 have already terminated their server support. We believe that it’s a mistaken prediction. Some of them were too
similar to each other which resulted in a decrease of their player base - instead of playing two identical games, players chose the
more popular one. This tendency made us draw conclusions which helped to shape Ignis in a different way. We have used
familiar mechanics and combined them with unique and extraordinary skills, which makes the gameplay easy to learn but takes
time to master. That way, the players will smoothly get acquainted with the flow of the game, they’ll still experience novelty and
refreshment in the genre.

A popular genre still might be innovative. The MOBA gameplay is truly remarkable and resonates with a vast number of
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players, and even today it still hides many features to discover. It’s just the matter of the developers to hit upon a unique idea,
not to repeat the well-worn ones.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/766930/Ignis_Duels_of_Wizards/. Watch Paint Dry Info:
Hi friends,

Watch Paint Dry is back after unsuccessful DMCA, from someone who doesn't even own any rights to our game. Anyways,
game will be released sometimes this or next week.

Although you are able to pre-purchase now. Thanx! 
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